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DETAILSPRODUCT DATA SHEET

NOTE: When applying pressure sensitive adhesive tapes, do not touch adhesives, ensure that surfaces  
are free from oil or other surface contaminants such as powder, dust or release agents.

All information and recommendations issued on HUSKY TAPE CONVERTING products, has been based on 
research and is believed to be reliable, but does not constitute a warranty. All HUSKY TAPE CONVERTING 

products are sold with the understanding that the buyer will independently determine the suitability of the product 
for the buyer’s purpose.

MP010414

5432 DOUBLE SIDED FOAM TAPE 
Double coated PE  Foam Tape.

Product Features:
* High tack adhesive has good adhesion to a wide variety of surfaces.
* Good quick stick makes application easy.
* Flexible foam conforms to contoured surfaces.
* Closed cell, cross linked foam does not absorb water.
* Foam provides good thermal insulation properties.
* High shear strength for secure bonding.

Product Specifications:
* Carrier:
* Liner:
* Adhesive:
* Total thickness:
* Colour:
* Peel adhesion:
* Normal tensile strength:
* Temperature resistance:
* Maximum width:

Product Specifications:
Cross-linked PE Foam
White Glassine Paper
Acrylic (Solvent based)
3.2mm
White
3.0kg per 25mm
15kg per 25mm sq.
-20 to 80 deg C.
1250mm

Applications:
* Mounting and joining nameplates, plastic parts, signs and emblems.
* Permanent fixing of house wares, kitchen and bathroom accessories.
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MP250615

105 PREMIUM GRADE CLOTH TAPE 
Polyethylene Coated Rayon Cloth.

Product Features:
* High tensile strength for wrapping, bundling and temporary repairs.
* Strong rayon backing is ideal for bookbinding and repair.  
* Good range of colours for labelling, colour coding and bookbinding.
* Cloth backing conforms well to irregular shapes.
* Waterproof polyethylene coating seals out moisture.
* Excellent adhesion to most surfaces. 
* Available in all widths. 

Product Specifications:
* Adhesive:
* Backing:
* Total thickness:
* Colours:
* Tensile strength:
* Peel adhesion:
* Heat resistance:
* Maximum width:

Product Specifications:
Natural rubber
Polyethylene coated rayon cloth
0.3mm
Black, Blue, Green, Red, Silver, White, Yellow
7kg / 10mm.
320g / 10mm.
60deg. C
1300mm
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